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Rajiv Chandrasekhar said that if one is contractually bound to adhere to confidentiality clauses or rules on not helping
competitors, then obviously, one is bound to follow those.

Synopsis
The minister said there is a big shift in the psychology of the current workforce and the companies must realise it to
leverage the shift effectively rather than just being ignorant of that.
By Shariq Khan, ET Online
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Last Updated: Sep 23, 2022, 06:24 PM IST

Minister for Skill Development Rajeev Chandrasekhar sees moonlighting as a case
of companies and corporates not realising the deep structural shift in the minds,
attitudes, and confidence of the young Indian tech workforce.

ADVERTISEMENT

Speaking at the Public Affairs Forum of India’s (PAFI) 9th Annual Forum 2022, the
minister said there is a big shift in the psychology of the current workforce and the
companies must realise it to leverage the shift effectively rather than just being READ
ON APP
ignorant of that.
Wading into the raging debate of moonlighting, he added that putting [any sort] of lid
on aspirational workers' dreams is “bound to fail''.
“Everybody today has a sense of confidence wanting to monetise their skills, wishing
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to create more value out of their knowledge and skill sets. Companies that today try
to pin workers down saying while you are working with us you can't work at that
startup, or can't be a consultant somewhere else, is a doomed to fail exercise,”
Chandrasekhar said.
ALSO READ

Here's a guide to help you plan a sustainable growth
EXPLORE
Ad

ADVERTISEMENT

The minister, however, added that he does see merit in one part of the current debate
on moonlighting. He added that if one is contractually bound to adhere to
confidentiality clauses or rules on not helping competitors, then obviously, one is
bound to follow those. But to extend that argument and "put some restrictions on
somebody's dream of starting his/her own company", will not be workable,
Chandrasekhar added.
READ

ON APP

Speaking highly of the increased skill set and knowledge base of the so called ‘young
India', he candidly added that he believes the ‘grey India' should not indulge in overmentoring 'the young India' as they clearly know their path ahead.
Currently,
the subject of moonlighting, which
refers to a side job besides one'sNEXT STORY
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primary employment, has triggered a countrywide debate among corporate and
industry circles.
Indian IT major Wipro, this month, has terminated 300 employees who were found
to be moonlighting for its competitors.
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Synopsis
Get the most energy-efficient ceiling fans from Flipkart's Big Billion Days and save your electricity bills
By ET Spotlight

1

Last Updated: Sep 24, 2022, 07:45 PM IST

Indians predominantly use ceiling fans as their primary source of cooling with over
90 million fans in households. However, it is also one of the major energy
consumers, accounting for nearly 25% of household energy usage in India. With the
recent changes in energy efficiency policy and launches by companies, a slew of
energy efficiency ceiling fans are entering the market, helping customers reduce
their energy bill. Considering most households in India have at least three ceiling READ
ON APP
fans, switching to an energy efficient one can save up to Rs 5000 on one’s electricity
bill in a year! The most energy-efficient ceiling fans that are currently available in
the market use BLDC motors and require less maintenance, produce less heat and
run quieter than standard induction motor fans.
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ADVERTISEMENT

With over 5000 unique products, Flipkart is providing access to the widest selection
of ceiling fans including energy efficient fans with innovative features this Big
Billion Days starting from Sep 23, 2022. Here are some options that you can consider
buying from an extensive line-up of products.
1. Purchase Havells Artemis that’s high on power saving and aesthetics
Designed with high-quality motor and double ball bearings for powerful
performance, this ceiling fan offers high-speed air delivery, keeping you cool and
comfortable at all times. It is available under Rs, 1,799 making it an ideal time for
customers to upgrade to an energy efficient ceiling fan this Big Billion Days.
ALSO READ

Here's a guide to help you plan a sustainable growth
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It is a high-speed fan that facilitates 390 revolution per minute and is designed to
work on low voltage and during battery fluctuations. In addition to this, the powdercoated surface of this ceiling fan shields it against erosion, ensuring long-lasting
performance. Coming with a warranty of 2 years and a wide service network, it is a
force to reckon with to not just stay comfortable during hot days but also save up on
your energy bills.
Get yours here: Havells Artemis Fans
2. Ensure consistent cooling even during power fluctuations with Orient Ujala
Pro

Equipped with a motor that runs at high speeds of up to 370 RPM, the Orient Electric
Ujala Pro Ceiling Fan renders powerful cooling while consuming only up to 28 Watt
of power. Interestingly, the fan comes with Inverter stabiliser technology that helpsREAD
maintain the speed despite power fluctuations in the range of 140 Watt to up to 270ON APP
Watt, thus keeping you cool without any interruptions. Customers have access to
affordable payment constructs such as No Cost EMI, Debit Card EMI and product
exchange to purchase the product in an affordable manner during the Big Billion
Days. The product will be available under Rs 2599.
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Get here: Orient Ujala Pro Fans

ADVERTISEMENT

3. Big rooms call for Crompton Cromair’s Smart fans for cooling across corners
With a wide sweep size, Crompton Cromair’s ceiling fans are designed to spread
cooling evenly across the room with its aerodynamically designed balanced blades
while being energy efficient. Its Intelligent Memory Function allows smart
operation which remembers the fan speed mode before switch off and runs on the
same mode when switched on, bringing more convenience to customers. With over 5
years of warranty, this best-in-class product will be available on Flipkart during the
Big Billion Days under Rs.2699.
Get yours here: Crompton Cromair’s Smart fans
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4. Remote control your cooling requirements with Atomberg Renessa Fans
As one of the smartest ceiling fans available on Flipkart, this premium energy
efficient fan is smartly configured with remote control for rapid air circulation which
can be adjusted to one of its many modes as per convenience. Fitted with a LED
indicator for displaying the speed, this ceiling fan also gives the customers a
premium experience and can be automatically turned off reducing the manual
effort. While delivering air circulation, this ceiling fan draws nominal power and
saves energy, while also being high on inverter compatibility. Customers can accessREAD
the product in just under Rs 2990 which comes with 2+1 years on-site warranty andON APP
an extended warranty at a price of INR 199 on purchase.
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Get yours here: Atomberg Renessa Fans
5. Upgrade to high performance ceiling fans this festive season
For customers looking to upgrade their cooling experience during the festive season,
The Big Billion Days offers an opportunity to pick from the widest selection of
ceiling fans starting from just INR 1699[SM1] . Most of them come with corrosion
resistant blades and a warranty of up to 2 years which can be further extended at a
nominal cost during purchase.
Get yours here: High Performance Ceiling Fans
6. A range of premium energy efficient ceiling fans
Industry leading brands such as Crompton, Halonix and Orient are making
available a large selection of premium energy efficient ceiling fans on Flipkart,
bringing customer delight this Big Billion Days. From underlight to remote
controlled and Dust free, Flipkart offers a wide range of selection of premium energy
efficient fans starting from Rs.2699 and deliverable at customers’ doorstep. They are
also IoT enabled, with virtual assistants and can run 3x longer on inverters. Most ofREAD
ON APP
these premium fans come with at least 3 Year Warranty.
With all this and more, Flipkart’s Big Billion Days Sale is certainly the right time to
make an energy-efficient move that you had been looking to make for a long time. In
order to encourage people to make this smart choice, Flipkart is also encouraging
existing
customers to upgrade through its
No Questions Asked Product Exchange
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program.
Get yours here: Premium Energy Efficient Ceiling Fans
( Originally published on Sep 23, 2022 )

(This article is generated and published by ET Spotlight team. You can get in touch
with them on etspotlight@timesinternet.in)
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